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An Introduction In First Person
October 4,1957.Myself,my friend M.R.Kurup and a few others were relaxing on
the rocky shoresof Bandra beach,Bombay,part of the Atomic Energy Establishment
Training School Campus.W e were the trainees of the first batch.Somebody brought
us the exciting news:the Soviet Union has orbited the first man made sputnik,weighing
82 kilograms.
They were ahead of the USA by six months and by several kilos.Kurup and myself
decided then and thereto learn Russian and next month w e joined the Russian language
course organised by the ISCUS (IndoSoviet Cultural Society)
This was,later,to affect my entire life career in a profound manner. I decided that
I should go to the USSR for higher studiesand was lucky to have been able to do so.
That was from 1962 to 1965.In the Soviet Union I had the opportunity to study their
history,struggles,travails,achievements and aspirations. I have seen how well the
children were looked after.I have seen how secure the life of citizens were.I felt that
if there is a paradise on this earth this is it. Of course it was not the mythical paradise
of the Hindu god Indra-theconspicuousconsumer.That paradise was perhaps the USA,
with more consumer goodsthan necessary,with enormouswastage,with competition
and constantthreatof losing ones grounds.(itisa pity thatthe Sovietpeople lateropted
for this western paradise and in the bargain lost everything).
Some of us,the postgraduate students in Moscow,felt that on going back to India
w e should do somethingmore forthe peoplethan is demanded by our paid profession.
There were hectic and heated discussions,with many absurd propositions like floating
a political party led by electrical engineersand the like.One not too revolutionary sounding suggestion was that w e should initiatean organized movement for the develop
ment of scientific and technicalliteraturein Indian languages.And I took the responsibility
of initiating such a movement for Malayalam,being my mother tongue and Marathi,
being the language of my domiciliary background.
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On my return to India I straight away went to Trichur,Kerala and met the Manager
of Mangalodayam Publishers who had published m y first book, "Isotopes and
Radioactivity" and the second book:"Atomic Science".I discussed with him my idea
of starting an organization for the promotion of scientific and technical literature in
Malayalam.It was he who then pointed out to m e that there is no necessity to start a
new organization,that there is already the Kerala Sastra Sahitya Parishad (KSSP).He
gave m e the contacts of all important activists.I met all of them within a span of two
weeks and soon I became a part of the team.For the past 28 years I have worked with
the KSSP.It has changed me,changed m e radically.
The KSSP in Reh-ospect

The history of the KSSP is,in one sense,the history of the experiences of a movement which learns continuously,which is not restricted by fossilized objectives or
concepts.Its growth during the past 30 years has been from abstract to concrete,on
the one hand and from particular to general on the other.There is a seeming contradiction. It started with the abstract understanding that knowledge about the laws of
nature and society will be useful to the society.In the course of three decades this
developed into a concreteanalysisof the society,of the role of Scienceand Technology
(S&T) in it, of the problems of development,of the changing world situation and of the
concrete manner in which the havenots can use scientific and technical knowledgeas
a weapon in their fight against immiserization.On the other hand it started with particular activities like lectures,publications, exhibitions for dissemination of scientific
information,activities like science clubs,teacher training etc and gradually grew into
discussions on the general aspects of development,environment,health,education
and so on.
Rarely was it handicapped by a mechanical understanding of the past,present or
future.Nor did it restrictitsscopeto any particular field -sayeducation or health,environment or development.It assimilated newer and newer ideas and also the proponents
of these ideas.The chronologicalhistory of the KSSP will reveala step by stepexpansion
of the scope of its activities as well as absorption of those persons who came up with
new ideas into its core.
In 1974 the KSSP adopted the slogan "Sciencefor Social Revolution" and in 1978
christened itselfand like minded organizations-therewere a few of them by that timePeople's Science Movement.The like mindedness emerges from the acceptance of
the meaning of People's Science Movement.
It is a People's movement in the sense that it recognizes the fact that the Indian
society is broadly divided intotwo groups:a large majority which is getting continuously
impoverished or threatened with impoverishment and a small minority which gets
continuously enriched at the expense of the majority and that the movement takes a
partisan position along with the majority Fhe People)and againstthe minority whenever interests are in conflict.
It is a Science movement because it understands that science (and technology)
- information- is today a powerful weapon in the hands of the rich minority enabling
them to appropriatefor themselves a more than proportionateshare of socialproduction,
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and that the majority should be armed with this weapon in their fight against
impoverishment.
It is Movement in as much as its scopewidens continuously,itsactors diversify and
expand,and its ideology gets refined continuously.
The experience during the decade 1978 to 1987 gave much more clarity to the
conceptof "SocialRevolution".It is a reversal of the process of impoverishmentofthe
majority and enrichment of the minority.Two decades of activity and the experience
gained therefrom led the KSSP to a serious discussion on the concept of "development". Increase in per capita income or percapita consumption is not equivalent to
development.All goods and serviceswhich have exchange values and even use values
need not have welfare values.The resources of the world will not suffice to take the
entire humanity to the consumption levelsof the developed nations,nor is it necessary.
One of the causes of the disillusionment and consequent break up of the erstwhile
socialist stateswas the systematicbuilding up of the illusion that communism means
an over abundanceof everysortof commodity and service and the neglect of its moralethical character.No society can progress towards ideal communism, unless it
continuously learnsto distinguish needsfrom greeds.The people's sciencemovement
was gradually getting transformed into a Gyan Vigyan movement.Gyan in Hindi language
means wisdom and Vigyan means knowledge.The people's science movement
recognisedthe danger of using knowledgewithout wisdom.
The people's sciencemovements took note of the increasing degreeof globalization
of human society,made possible by technologicalrevolution and made necessary by
the growth of giant transnationalenterprises.It also observed that this global network
has begun to exhibit positive feedbacktendencies,and resulting instabilities.Individual
citizens are becoming helpless pawns in the hands of giant enterprises.Humanity has
reached a seeminglyabsurd situation:on the one hand it is at the threshold of liberation,
liberationfrom all wants and privations and on the other hand it is at the crossroadsof
calamities:social,cultural,philosophical and environmental calamities.Unless human
beings get back the controlover their own lives,it isthe road of calamitiesthat humanity
will follow.Here,democracy becomes the key concept,a type of democracy quite
different from all what w e have seen so far.The second,and perhaps the more important,reason for the downfall of socialist states is the absence of internal democracy.
Participative and creative democracy is possible only on smaller scales.Small has to
become powerful,not only beautiful.
Genesis ofthe Kerala Sash Sahiiya Parishad: 1957-1967
The genesis of the Kerala Sastra Sahitya Parishad can be traced to the formation of
a "ScienceLiterary Forum" (SastraSahitya Samithi)in 1957 by a group of concerned
social activistsand sciencewriters.Despitethe best intentionsthis pioneering attempt
proved to be uneventful but forthe publication of a book:"Modern Science"in Malayalam
modelled after the Penguin Science News Series. Later in 1962,another group of
science writers in Calicut,not aware of the earlier efforts took initiative to organise a
"Forum for Science Writers".They were able to win the co-operation of most of the
leading science writers in the state and in September 1962 the Kerala Sastra Sahitya
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Parishad (subtitledin English as "ScienceWriters' Forum of Kerala")was launched with
a one day seminarand a five day exhibition on science and science books.Ocassional
symposia and seminars mostly organized in and around Calicut constituted the main
activity of the group for the next two years.
Meanwhile,in 1966,some of the Malayali scientistsin Bombay had begun to actively
consider the possibilities of producing science literature in Malayalam.The contact
between the Bombay scientistsand the organizersof the Kerala Sastra Sahitya Parishad
led to the formation of the Sastra Sahitya Parishad (Malayalam),Bombay in January
1966.Similar organizations were formed for other regional languages and they were
sought to the co-ordinated through a "Federation of Indian Languages Science
Associations" (FILSA),the firstversion of the Ail India People's Science Network (AIPSN)
which was to emerge in the late eighties.SSP (Malayalam),Bombay was the most
active among these groups.
Though Kerala was well endowed with a widespread school education system,it
severelylagged behind in centresof higher learning.Thereforethe number of practising
scientists whom the organization could call upon was very much limited.The active
collaboration of the KSSP with non-residentMalayalee scientists helped to an extent
to removethis deficiency.A fewamong them were beginning to question the relevance
of their scientific practice which they found to have very little relation to the genuine
and pressing needs of the common man.Though no one challenged the needs for
research in frontier areas and building up of indigenous technological capability,the
neglect of problems faced by the poor and oppressed majority appalled them.Many
of them worked in the Departmentof Atomic Energy which togetherwith Departments
of Space and Defence cornered most of the research funds.Some had even started
to move towards critique of the directions in which their own advanced research was
moving.The author of the present paper finally left his research career to go back to
Kerala to participate more actively in the science movement.
Another affiliated group was formed in Bangalore in February 1968.It consisted of
Malayalee scientists who were working in various Departmentsof the Indian Institute
of Science.A few months later,a similar group was organized in Calcutta consisting
mostly of scientists working in the Botanical Survey of India and Zoological Survey of
India.
The 4th annual conference at Trichur in 1967 was an important milestone in the
history of the KSSP The conferencewhich included representativesfrom the Bombay
group considered and approved a constitution for the organization and in July 1968
KSSP was registered under the Charitable Societies Act.Thus,by the end of the first
decade,the loosely knit science group evolved into a well defined organization.
Making a Mass Movement: 1967-1977
The second decade saw the growth of the organization into a mass movement.All
the basic contours of the present day activities,organizational structure and style of
functioning evolved during this period.
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Science in Malayalam
The main theme of discussion of the 4th Annual Conferencewas the "Problemsof
Technical Words in Malayalam".The d i s c w h :entered around the reasonsfor the
technical backwardness nf !ndiai ianguages,the urgent need to overcome them and
the broad guidelines for such a programme of action.The conference even set a time
bound programme for preparation of a technical glossary of 50,000words in Malayalam.
An annotated bibliography of science books and an introduction to science writers in
Malayalam were prepared.But it was evident that the task was not something that
could be shouldered by a voluntary group alone.
The Parishad vigorously campaigned for making Malayalam the medium of instruction
and administration at all levels.The first agitational action of the Parishad -demonstration before the University Senate and a mass memorandum to the government were around these demands.These were also the first formal criticisms raised by
Parishad regarding government policies.Despite the many declarations,the central
governmentwas paying little attention to development of Indian languages other than
Hindi.Within the state English continued to reign supreme.
A turning point came in 1967.Dr.Triguna Sen,the first non Hindi Education Minister
at the Centre,departed from the tradition by allocating a significantamount of financial
resourcesfor the development of regional languages.The then state government in
Kerala made use ofthe grant so received to set up a State Institute of Languages in
Trivandrumwith a mandate to plan and develop scientific literature in Malayalam.More
importantly,most of the technicalpersonnel forthe Institute were recruited from among
the active members of the Parishad in Kerala and outside.It facilitated the formation
of a collective of KSSP activistsat Trivandrum as well as a period of fruitfulcollaboration
between the KSSP and the Language Institute.
The involvementof a group of socially committed activiststurned the institute into
a beehive of activity and it achieved remarkable progress within a short span of time.
The first publications of the State institute of Languages,VIJNANA SABDAVALI (Giossory
of terms in Natural Sciences)and MANAVIKASABDAVALI(Glossaryof terms in Social
Several
Sciences)were largely the resultof the work done by the KSSP during 1967-69.
dozen seminars,symposia and workshops were organized under the joint auspicesof
the KSSP and the Institute.A number of "workshops"were conducted to translate
science books from English to Malayalam.
PuMications
SASTRAGATHY,the quarterly journal of the Parishad continued to be published uninterruptedlyfrom 1966,despite seriousfinancial difficulties.The deliberations in the
5th Annual Conference at Trivandrum revealed the urgent need for a science journal
catering to schoolchildren.Firstly,it was difficult to run a common sciencejournal for
all age groups.Secondly,Sastragathy was a quarterlywhich also served organizational
functions.ThusSastra Keralam was born in 1969.The 7th Annual Conference at Shornur
in 1970decided to start yet another sciencejournal Eureka for the age group 8 to 12.
Sastragathywas made into a bimonthly and finally in 1974,a monthly journal.The
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readershipof Sasfragafhyconsisted of Parishad members and the general public above
the schoolage.
Parishad entered intothe field of book publication with great reservation and hesitation.
"Science 1968",the first book published by the Parishad was distributed by another
publishing firm.Dissatisfaction with such an arrangementpromoted Parishad to sponsor
a co-operativesociety,"Scientific,Technical and Educational Publishing Co-operative
Society" in 1971.However,STEPSwas found inadequateto carry out the programme
of publication that tended to become more and more ambitious as the Parishad's
activities grew.STEPS proved to be more conservative and cautious than the parent
organization in taking financial risks.Finally,in 1977,the Parishad on itsown announced
the pre-publicationof a gift box of 1 O children's books as its New Year present to school
children.The first edition of 8000 sets were sold even before they reached the open
market.A second edition had to be brought out in the same year.It revealed the latent
demand for popular science books in Kerala.Since then publication has been a major
activity and source for sustenanceof the Parishad.During the last decade and a half
KSSP would have published nearly six hundred titles,ranging from small booklets to
substantial reference books.The totalfacevalue of the publicationswould run to more
than 30 million rupees.By and large,more than 95% of the books are sold not through
regular commercialbook sellers,but through the activists of KSSP who take them from
house to house and from school to school.So,all the distribution commission which
would have normally gone to the distributors now became availableto the organization,
thanks to the efforts of the members.This has made KSSP not only an NGO but also
a free and independent organization which does not require help from any funding
agency and so can criticize the government or any other body when the situation
warrants.This independence is essential for a genuine people's science movement.
Science Communication
Like many other science popularization organizations KSSP too started,essentially,
as a communicationsgroup.The nature and tools of communicationchanged as years
went by.The slogan "Sciencefor Social Revolution" points to "action"and it is "directed
action" (socialrevolution).There is a preconceived picture of the results of action.
Elements of action are so designed to build up this picture.This requires detailing of
elements.The picture of the futureconceived,to begin with,by a few,has to be shared
and sharpened by many.This is essentially a communication process.The communication efforts of KSSP can be classified according to their nature as (1) informative (2)
ideative and (3)provocative. It has used a variety of media: such as books,posters,
slides,models,lectures,songs,street theatre,folk arts.
Informative communication is intended to enrich the recipients with facts,with
information.A large number of articles published in periodicals and a number of books
were intended to be of this type.It does not attempt to give any value judgement.It
does not resonateat the emotionalplane.Thousandsof astronomyclasses held on the
occasion of the visit of Halley's Comet,the lectureson Nature,Science and Society etc
fall under this categoiy.The grand "Cosmicvoyage" includingcosmicclubsand cosmic
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festival,to welcome the total solar eclipse of 1995 (Indiawill not witness a total solar
eclipse for one century thence)too belong to this category.
Ideative Communication consciously tries to put into the mind of the recipient an
idea,an outlook which either strengthens or changes an existing outlook.It will have
a strong information content.ProvocativeCommunication is intended to provoke people
into action either against something or for something.Fields such as environmentand
health demanded more often than not provocative communication against abuse.
Literacy,primary education,local area planning and so on demanded provocative
communicationfor something.And KSSP together with other people's science movements did succeed in provoking people into action in a very large way - at least five
million volunteers were mobilised to work as voluntary instructorsin the mass campaigns
for literacy.
Quite often communication exercises are held in the form of campaigns:lecture
campaign,book campaign,polemics in newspapers and other periodicals and street
theatre known as Kala Jatha.The last mentioned form,the Kala Jatha,evolved from
1977 through 1980 by KSSP,has been widely accepted all over India,as a campaign
tool for literacy.There will be today,literally thousandsand thousands of Kala (art)troupes
spread all over India.
Education
The journals Sasrra Keralam and Eureka proved to be the first bridges between the
KSSP and the formal school system in Kerala. "...Byitself nothing extraordinary
happened.But occasionallyone boy or girl browsing through it gets some doubtwhich
they try to clear with their teacher. It was an unusual thing,a student asking doubts,
that too from outside the text book.Most teachers brush them aside,but occasionally
one teacher gets excited,and soon he finds his way to the KSSP..." In the summer of
1969 another popular programme "APretaste Course" for matriculation studentswho
aspired to undertake university education was started.The aim was to give a pretaste
to the students of the various courses offered in the colleges,nature and importance
of various subjects and how these various disciplines are interconnected and related
to our daily life.
With the help of sympatheticteachersthe KSSP began to get more and more involved
in the non-curricularactivities in schools.The firstmajor interventionwas the campaign
launched in 1973 to activise science clubs in schools.Within two years more than
1500schoolscienceclubswere formed,all of them being affiliatedto the KSSF! Success
lay in locating motivated and committed school teachers in each of the schools and
supplyingthe newly formed clubsan imaginativeprogrammeof activities.The Parishad
brought out a number of popular science articles in Eureka and Sastra Keralam focusing on school level scienceactivities.
Yet another important activity in the formal education sphere that was initiated in
this period was the sciencetalent tests.In 1972,Sastra Keralam Quiz was started for
high schoolstudents.Two years later,the activists in Trichur took the initiativeto organize
a sciencetalent test for primary school children with the help of the State Institute of
Primary Education.The successof the experiment prompted the Eureka ScienceTalent
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Test to be organised on a statewidescale.The Sastra Keralam Quiz and Eureka Science
Talent Test (Separatelyfor Lower Primary and Upper Primary school children)proved
pûpulu:. 9
:
s!hew years it has grown into a state-widesciencefestival
to be exrrei I I&
cum competition attracting nearly 400,000children every year.
Thus,by the early seventies KSSP itself had become deeply involved in science
education in schools,primarily because many of its activists came from among school
teachers.During the same period,another major initiative in school science teaching
came from the Hoshangabad Science Teaching Programme (HSTP)in the state of
Madhya Pradesh.Out of this grew the famous Ekalavya Programme based on the
discovery method.This was a fully fledged experiment within the formal system of
education with the full concurrenceand cooperation of the state government.To begin
with it was tried out in a few schools in the Hoshangabad district and later expanded
to all schools in 16 districts of the state.In contrast to this the KSSP had to carry out
most ofits educational activities,even curricular ones,outside the school.In the state
of Kerala the education sector is highly commercialised on the one hand and trade
unionised on the other.Both governmentand private managerswere highly suspicious
of "outsiders"going anywhere near education.
The KSSP was deeply consciousof the deteriorating standardsof education in the
state.The parents,the teachers,the students and the public,all were losing faith in
each other.The Indian Education System with nearly 4 million teachersand 120 million
students is a gigantic wheel with almost infinite inertia.Changes will be necessarily
slow.The teacher isthe key actor in this drama and the teaching-learning process the
key element.The KSSP devised and carried out a variety of experiments,some on a
small scale and others on a large scale.Over the past two decades it has been able to
arrest the downslidingof education,to some extent;it has been able to demonstrate
to the teachers and to the studentsthat teaching- lerrning prncerr cnu!dbe eEjvyable
for both.It has been,also,able to bridge to some extent the gap between the teachers
and the parents,especiallythe mothers.The pedagogic experiments conducted by the
KSSP are:
i) Integrated Science Teaching
ii) Living with Science Camps
iii) Children's Science Festivals
iv) Teacher Exchange Programmes
v) Science Talent Festivals
vi) School Complexes
vii) School Science Clubs
viii) Children Exchange Programme
ix) Curriculum Development
x) Teacher Training
Besides such cooperative programmes the KSSP often had to come out vociferously
exposing and opposing many government programmes which were in essence harmful to the interests of the people;had to organise people into militant action against
rampant corruption in the field;had to mobilise the public for providing the minimum
basic requirementsforthe schoolsetc.It had organised innumerabledebates,symposia,
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and seminarson various aspectsof education.Today the public,the teaching community
and the local self governments recognisethe KSSP as an essential partner in their effort
to better school education.
Currently,the KSSP,together with other people's science movements in India is
initiating a major three-year-longprogramme called "JOYOFLEARNING".Its objective is
to prepare a proper environment,and enough expertise for "Education For All 2000
A.D".The major defects of the present education system,especiallyschooleducation,
are lack of relevanceand ineffectivepedagogy.As a result,the teaching-learningprocess
had,long since,become an ordeal both forteachersand students.The KSSP and several
other organizations have been carrying out experimentsto make education meaningful and enjoyable.It has evolved two slogans which can be translated into English not
literally but figuratively,as:"learning is drinking honey" and "teaching is eating ice
cream".The first target is teachers.W e try to help them to enjoy teaching through a
process of activity based,child centered,life related and environment oriented pedagogy.W e emphasizeon the organic interconnectednessof knowledgeand its relevance
in real life situations.Through a simple discussion on food w e had generated the entire
curriculum for science of class seven.Through a simple experimentto compare the
efficienciesof ordinary agedd wood burning stovesand improvedstovesw e had been
able to generatea year-longcurriculum on heat,nutrition,agriculture,biology,dynamics
and chemistry.However,the impact of all these activities on the system had been
negligible.The system is huge.As mentioned earlierthereare aboutfourmillion teachers.
The bulk of them are to be transformed.They need a considerabledegree of deschooling.
Massive experiments based on school complexes involving hundreds of schools and
thousandsof teachersare afoot in the state of Kerala and other statesof India and the
people's science movements are playing an important role in them.
Into Agitational Campaigns: 1977-1987

A distinctive feature of the third decade of the Parishad has been the spate of
campaigns it has undertaken against the various instances of abuse of science and
technology.Given the technologicalbackwardness of our country,it was only natural
that the initialfocus of the movement had been on the need for quantitative expansion
of science and technologyand their incorporation into the productive process.Scientific
outlook was an instrument in the struggle against semi-feudalculture.There was an
excessively optimistic view of the social role of science in the present society.The
Parishad had relatively ignored one aspect of the Indian reality:the development of
capitalism.The incorporation of scienceand technology in the production process was
not taking place in a vacuum but within the parameters of a profit oriented society.The
choice made for the maximisation of private profit will rarely be the socially optimal
ones.They need not even be the technically optimal ones.It came to be realized that
the defense of the people against the adverse effects of application of science and
technology in the service of capital is an important task of the People's Science
Movement.The Parishad had taken up a number of such issue as misconceived development projects,environmental pollution by factories,occupational health hazards,drug
abuse,militarisation of science and the danger of nuclear war,for agitationalcampaigns.
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W e shall attempt to give a cursory analysis of some of these campaigns.A more
detailed analysis of these has been given by Dr.Thomas Isaac and Dr.B Ekbal in their
monograph "Sciencefor Social Revolution".The major areas of campaigns were:
i) Against Industrial pollution.
i ) Against deforestation.
III)
Against anti-peopledrug policies.
iv) Against abuse of drugs.
v) Against anti-peoplepolicies in education.
vi) Against corruption in education.
vii) Against irrational land and water management.
viii) Against consumerism and cheating of consumers.
ix) For a rational energy policy.
x) For a rational irrigation policy.
xi) For a rational agricultural policy.
xii) For a rational industrial policy.
xiii) For a people-oriented development policy.
xiv) For a people-oriented health policy.
xv) For decentralization and panchayathi raj.
xvi) For total literacy.
xvii) For universal achievement in elementary education.
xviii) For communal harmony.
xix) For self-reliantdevelopment.
Under each of these headings a number of distinct campaigns separated in space
and time had been undertaken.More than one hundred pamphlets and several dozen
reports or monographs had been prepared for this purpose. Not all these campaigns
were successful.A few of them have even been counterproductive.But,the overall
result is a highly conscious and pretty knowledgeable citizenry.
The most drawn-outstruggle was that against the pollution caused by the Gwalior
Pulps and Rayons factory at Mavoor,Kozhikode.It was a combination of people's
struggles including direct action backed up by scientific research and technological
studies as well as legal action.Ultimately the factory authoritieswere forced to install
pollution abatementequipment.But the Birlasdie hard.They behaved as firstgeneration
capitalists,ready to go to any extent to protect the last bit of profit.They retaliated by
fermenting labourtrouble,imposinga lock-outat the factory forthree yearsand importing
pulp from abroad.The factory was reopened under conditionsmost humiliating to the
workers and to the state government.
A spate of similar strugglesagainsta number of polluting industriesfollowed.The
one against Mothy Chemicalsbrought out another lesson.The factory was to produce
electrolytic grade manganese dioxide. KSSP helped the local environment protection
committee to draw up proper demands for pollution control.However,the initial
tactlessness of the company authorities and the absolute callousness of a scientific
team which accused the "environmentalists" infuriated the people to such an extent
that the problem became political.The factory whose erection work was almostcomplete
- 95% - had to be dismantled.In many places local vested interests- political or
.II
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financial- often blackmail entrepreneurs in the name of anti-pollutionstruggles.This
is the negative consequences of heightened consciousness based on insufficient
knowledge.
The SilentValley debate was the most publicised environmentalstruggle waged by
the KSSP.Isaac and Ekbal have given a detailed account of this in "Sciencefor Social
Resolution".Suffice to mention here that it led to several other debates on issues of
developmentand ultimately transformed KSSP into what it is today- interested in every
element of societal life.
New Situation 1 987-1 994
The year 1987 was another turning point in the history of KSSP as well as other
people's sciencemovements.The KSSP had been interacting with like-mindedgroups
all over India from 1974 onwards.It had organized a large number of national workshops 1978 (Trivandrum),1981 rrichur)1983 and and 1985 (Trivandrum).As mentioned
earlier the KSSP had also been using the medium of folk art and street theatre for
communication,as well as for organizing people,since 1980.In May 1985 it organized,
collaboratingwith other groups in Tamil Nadu,Karnataka,Andhra Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh,an "All India Sastra Kala Jatha" in memory of the innocent victims of the
Bhopal (Union Carbide) genocide of 1984.The jatha was a resounding success.
Encouraged by it and supported by the National Council for Science and Technology
Communication,Departmentof Science and Technology,Government of India,a much
more ambitious national programmewas planned in 1987 -thefirst Bharat Jan Vigyan
Jatha.It gave birth to the truly pan-IndianPeople's Science Movement and led to the
formation of the All India People's Science Network.And soon they were to embark
on one of the greatest experiments in Indian history;eradication of illiteracy.
Edgar Snow asked Mao Zedong once,what he considered to be the greatest
achievement of China's revolutionary regime.Mao is reported to have replied,after a
minute's pause,"Yes,those flies,w e have eradicated them".This is a very crisp way
of saying a lot of things. Eradication of flies presupposes extremely good drainage,
sanitationand environmentalcleanliness.This is possible only in a society whose other
more pressing needs are satisfied.Similarly,eradication of illiteracy means a lot more.
It means universalization of elementary education (UEE)in enrolment,retention and
achievement.It means removal,at leastpartially,of the causesthat perpetuated illiteracy,
that prevented UEE.It means a new sense of achievement for the people which will
prompt them towards more achievements.
There were many in the political,educational and administrative hierarchies who
believed that illiteracy eradication can succeed only in the wake of a major social up
heaval,a social revolution.Hitherto world experience of successful literacy campaigns
is derived from societies in the throes of social change - China or Cuba,Vietnam or
Nicaragua,Burma or Tanzania.Very few people believed that an illiteracyeradication
campaign can be successfully carried out in India today.Several reasons were put
forward to prove this:that illiteracy cannot be eradicated without a social revolution
taking place;that the task is so huge that it will never be possible to raise the human
and material resources for achieving it; that without ensuring universal elementary
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education it is futileto carry out literacy programmes;that it is meaningless to force
universal elementary education when the bulk of our people feel that the present
education is irrelevantto them;that it is impossible to generate the infinite social will
required for this except under extraordinary circumstances like a freedom struggle or
a revolution.
Clearly the argument was that one cannotand should not startwith literacy,but with
social change.People even went to the extent of arguing that illiterates are illiterate
because they do not feel any necessity for being literate and that nobody has the right
to "impose"literacy on them,even through friendly persuation!There are no text book
or logical replies to such arguments.So the best way is to go to the people and ask
them,ask in a way that will generate confidence and not cynicism.KSSP went to the
people of the Ernakulam district of Kerala and they gave an unambiguous reply.More
than a million and half illiteratescame forwardto learn and more than twentythousand
volunteers were ready to teach them.Ernakulam became the firstfully literate district
of the country.It also heralded a new movement.
KSSP raised the question:can a planned and massive movementfor literacy precede
a sociopolitical and economic upheaval? And further,even lead to one? There is no
answerto this question either,in any text book.But the years 1989-1994 have shown
that a mass movement for literacy is possible.Today thereare nearly fifty million persons
who have become or are becoming literate.And nearly five million volunteers are
engaged in teaching them.Certainly,this is the greatest mass movement after
independence.There is,further,enough proof to show that it is engendering sociopolitical upheavals of a sort.It was not accidental that the constitutionalpromise of free
and compulsory education for all up to the age of fourteen was not fulfilled.There are
vested intereststo perpetuate illiteracy.They feel threatened with the spread of literacy.
The movement has already shown the potential to develop beyond literacy.The sense
of liberation and self confidence it imparts can go far beyond learning letters.It can
liberate the poor and the neoliterate from cynicism and fatalism and instill in them a
sense of optimism and faith in a better tomorrow and faith in themselves.
A totally new set of agenda has unfolded before the people's science movements,
partly due to the emerging world situation and partly due to their increased capability
to go beyond science popularization or literacy.Stated simplistically it is to empower
the people to manage their own affairs democratically.But,they are no longer "weapon
manufacturers".They have to become soldiers in the battle for social change.This
battle is to be fought not in Delhi,but in the villages of India.The fight for democracy
is also the fight againstthe minority which appropriates democracyfor itself.This has
to start from the villages and go up to Delhi.
This is no longer a pastime.It is real battle,with all its risks and dangers.Without a
proper world outlook one would not get the courage and conviction necessary to take
part in such a real life battle.W e have made an attemptto develop such a world outlook,
tentative though it may be.
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World Situation Today
Human society is passing through a critical period.Never before has it had to face
such rapid and such unpredictable changes. Humanity is being drawn into an unfathomable whirlpool generated by the relentless lawsof capitalism.But it is unaware
of the danger.This is most tragic.It is still not too late to avertthe catastrophe,provided
w e recognize it and act accordingly.In the least number of words thiswhirpool can be
defined as "all round mafiafication of human society".The rule of the jungle is returning
-in a new form through the consciousabuse of "Knowledge".The sense of collective
ness and culturewhich differentiated man from animal is being massacred.The assassins
range from sophisticated Multi National Corporations to the crudestof local thugs.
Make money,more money by hook or crook:this is the slogan prodding societies
world over - not only in capitalist countries like the USA or developing countries like
India but also in former socialist countries of Europe and Eurasia and even Socialist
China.Its repercussions can be felt in all the spheresof life-economic,political,social
and cultural.The aptest definition of any government is "an institution to legitimise
mafia".Itsconsolidationis being considerablyhelped by the scientific and technological
(Sand T)revolutions of the second half of this century.
The S&T revolution has,also,led to the "globalization"of the economy of individual
nations.The MNCs are able to effect global division of labour.Control over raw materials,
capital,market and even labouris becoming more and more centralised.The corporations
are stronger than any national government,even the USA. In fact they control the
governments.The institutions like IMF,World Bank etc are,in fact,their instruments.
The MNCs establish their hegemony over the world nations through their control over
the market,through the appropriation of "knowledge"and through the application of
military power.The socialist block which offered persistent resistance to the expansion
of MNCs for three decadesand more,does not exist now.
There is yet another consequence of the S&T revolution:the knitting together of
world communities into an inflexible,hardwired megasystem.Any movement taking
place in any cornerof this system rapidly spreadsthrough the entire system -the entire
world.Even primitive tribes in far off landsexperiencethis movement.More important:
this system is showing positive feedback tendencies.W e have a runaway system.
Even small incidentsquickly flare up to uncontrollable dimensions.Even the omnipotent
mafia becomes powerless against such flare ups.In a situation where nuclear weapons
capable of destroying allworld life a number of timesover are stocked in several countries
the implication of such uncontrollableflare-upsis frightening.
Another disconcerting outcome of the S&T revolution and globalization is the
exhorbitant power it gives to individuals.Heads of MNCs and their governments are
unimaginably powerful.Wrong decisions by a few persons can play havoc. One kile
gram of grey matter - the human brain - is today more powerful than all the nuclear
explosive put together.This is potentially a dangerous situation.
A society whose motive force is private (corporate)profit is pregnant with the
necessity of developing into a runaway system.Goods and services will have to be
produced and exchanged at a continuously increasing rate.This is an unstable situation.
Goods are required to satisfy human needs. Basic needs like food,clothing,shelter,
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education,health,recreation and rest are limited.Even comforts of life demand only
limited production.This level of production will not satisfy the increasing greed for
private profit. Only by promoting useless and wasteful consumption,production and
exchange of goods and services can profit increase without limit.The consequences
of such an unlimited growth is what w e see today - megafication of production and
increasing concentrationof economic power on the one hand and uncontrolled depletion
of natural resources and disastrous ecological breakdowns on the other. Both these
are grave threats to the continued existence of the human speciesand maybe even of
life itself.
There are limits to the present type of growth.The percapita income of an American
citizen is 60 times more than that of a Keralite.Yet if one compares the real indices of
the physical qualities of life of the two peoples,the difference is only marginal-literacy
99 % and 95 %;life expectation 75-76years,71-72years;death rate 6 and 7;infant
mortality rate 1 O and 20.
More than 90 %of the averageAmerican consumption issheerwaste.It is impossible
for the six billion population of this globe to achieve the American level of wastage.
That is neither necessary nor desirable. Unfortunately the developed nations do not
accept this. Nor do those within the developing nations who enjoy undue privileges
accept this. Presently the world is divided into two major blocks:a small number of
highly developed,powerful and rich nations and a large number of poor and servile
developing nations.Within these developing nationsthe society is divided into a majority
which is continuously getting impoverished and a minority which at the expenseof the
majority gets continuouslyenriched.The haves of both the developed and developing
nations have quite a different view of the situation.They accuse the havenots -who
multiply like pigs,forthe present impasse.They are unfit to live in this world!The slogan
"eradication of poverty" gets converted into "eradicationof the poor".The manifesto
of the haves proclaim;"Ye,the haves of the world,do unite.You have a whole world
to lose.Eradicate the have nots or else they will eradicate you".

Rde of People's Science Movemenh
The PSMs had to respond to this world situation.In factthe KSSP has been sensitive
to this emerging situation.The importance it is giving to empowering the people is
based on this understanding.The past decade,especially the period 1987to 1994,saw
phenomenal growth in the spread of PSMs.
The havenots do not want "fair distribution of poverty".They want the satisfaction
of basic needs and to be assured of minimum comforts.For this,production has to be
increased several times.Very true! So,let us increaseproduction first.The question of
distribution can be taken up later.They are told.It only means "the poor produce,the
rich consume".W e cannot agree to this.Production has to increasewithout losing the
grip on distribution.There are,however,limits to the increase in production.Definitely
it cannot be the objective to "catch up" with USA and other "developed"countries.
No,the objective is to see that there is enough production to satisfy the basic needs
and comforts of every human being in this world.This cannot be achieved without
curbingthe wasteful consumption of the haves of today.Obviously they will not accept
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such a proposition.They will tighten the wiring of the megasystem in their attempt to
preserve their gains.S&T serve them as very useful weapons. Unless the havenots
take control of the production,they will not be able to plan its components or its
distribution.The problem of havenots taking back control had been on the agenda for
the past century.The socialist revolutions were intended for this purpose. But one by
one,all of them are losing the grip.The haves are taking back control again.KSSP had
accepted the slogan of "Sciencefor Social Revolution"20 yearsago.The social revolution
envisioned was nothing shortof the process of havenots taking control of the societal
processes.The question is,how to do it without losing the control immediatelythereafter.One has to learn from history,the history of socialism.First in Russia (Soviet
Union)and later in many other countries the "havenots" took power in their hands.
They began to build up new societies and new human beings in their countries.They
nearly succeeded,but not fully.They were,in most cases,especially in the USSR,able
to assure the basic needs and minimum comfortsto every citizen,assurethe necessary
growth in production,assure the necessary stabilityin the society.For quite long everything was going fine,at least it seemed to be so.They were developingas models of
paradise on this earth.
But,then,the entire system crumbled down.The ground ruleson which they began
earlier were all discarded. In USSR and the socialist countries of Eastern Europe the
breakup was traumatic.Everythingthat was consideredbad and detestable resurfaced.
Why did this happen? What lessons are to be learned?There cannot be a single and
simpleanswerto these questions.The process of breakdown was different in different
countries.However,on closer examinationone can discern two very importantaspects
which might have contributed to this breakdown.In all these countries the power of
havenotstook on a form called "dictatorshipof the proletariat".This was to be a highly
democratic setup,dictatorial againstonly the counter revolutionaryforces,againstthe
haves attempting a come back. But,in practice,in every country this became the
dictatorship of the political party of the proletariat which soon degenerated into the
dictatorshipof its leadership.The democratic element,instead of getting continuously
strengthened,was continuously weakened.The parties became more and more alienated
fromthe people.
It is,however,ironic that the people of the former USSR and the East European
countries have the illusion that societies based on market economy,the capitalist
societies,have more democracy.In fact there is no democracy in the USA,UK,France
or in India,Pakistan or anywhere else.What they have is sham democracy,proxy
democracy- both in form and in essence.In the USA only about 50% of the citizens
voted,and the victors get 50 % or less of votes.Only multimillionairescan aspire to
become the President of USA.The same is the case in India - only a scaled down
version. Economic concentration necessarily leads to political concentration.There
cannot be any democracy in a society where the entire economic power is concentrated in the hands of a small minority.After all,what is the meaning of democracy if
it is not people'scontrol over their own lives?And where do w e have it?True democracy
has to be fully participative.
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In all the socialist experiments hitherto attempted,only relations of production
changed,but not the nature of the forces of production.The target ofevery socialist
country was to "catch up" with and surpassthe capitalistworld.They wanted to produce
the same commodities.They organized production on the same lines.They wired themselves into the same global market.The average citizen,in these countriestoo become
more and more alienated both from the means of production as well as the process of
production.Concentration of economicand political power without even the regulatory
check of market competition must have,ultimately,led to its breakdown.
More research will have to be done to bring out the process of the break-upof the
USSR and other socialist countries.But some questions have to be asked.
Can there be socialism without democracy?
Can there be democracywithout creative participation of the people in the process
of production and distribution?
Can there be creative participation in processes which are too big and global in
character?
Can there be people's participation in the operations of transnational corporations?
or even national corporations like,say National Thermal Power Corporation?
Can there be continuousdevelopmentwithin an unstable positive feedback system ?
The world experience so far prompts us to say:"No no".It becomes imperativeto
cut open a new path to socialism,a path of continuous strengthening of democracy.
The long-termobjective is not unlimited and exponential increase in the production of
goods and services,but the mobilization of every citizen to creatively participate in the
process of production to satisfy the basic minimum needsand comfortsof all.To achieve
thisw e shall avoid the process of mega-ficationboth in economicand politicalspheres.
The natural alternative is the strengthening of smaller societies both politically and
economically.One can say with and beyond Schumacher:The small has to become
powerful because that is the only way one can face the large.The local economies
have to become powerful enough to withstand the onslaughts of global economies.
The "economy of large-scaleproduction" is often deceptive.It hides the indirect
subsidiesgiven by the state -by way of the infrastructure-at the expense of the citizens.The social cost of large-scaleproduction is much larger than the entrepreneur's
individual cost of production.
In a competitiveglobal market if the small has to become powerful it has to be more
efficient than the large in all the conventional indicators- energy,raw materials and
labour requirement per unit output.However,even if this is satisfied,the larger ones
can kill the smaller ones with the help of "marketforces".The small cannot survive in
a global market dominated by the large.One has to plan for a breaking up of the "global
market".This is a counter-historicprocess,true,but it has to be done.
A movement to make small powerful,to make democracy real and participative,to
rewire the world society into a negative feedback system,to break up economic and
political concentration -this is the call of the day.And people's science movements
have to respond to this call.Though not consciously the agenda of people's science
movements have been evolving exactly in this direction."Power to the people" has
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been one of the central slogans of KSSP and many other groups.And this power is
something taken by the people and not simply given to them.
This is the age of science and technology.Goods and services necessary for the
society cannot be obtained in the old fashion.Only if people can wield scienceand technology,can they wield power.To empower the people with the weapon of scienceand
technology -that was the conscious mandate PSMs have given to themselves.Their
current intervention in the literacy campaign is based on the understanding that an
illiterate people cannot wield scienceand technology or political power.Literacy is not
enough.The PSMs are interested in the universalization of elementary education in its
truest sense;that it is not only enrolmentand retention but also achievement.PSMs
are also interested in making higher education and technical education relevantto the
society.
KSSP started Rural Science Fora with the specific objective of strengthening
Panchayat (village)self governments.Though it could not succeed in the first instance
the same concept is now being revived through the efforts of PanchayatLevel Resource
Mapping and PanchayatDevelopment Societies.
The haves of the world,both of developed nations and of developing nations,will
not take kindlyto the concept of strengthening democracy.Only through fightingthem,
fighting them incessantly,can democracy be strenghened.It involves exposing and
fighting againstthe antipeople policies of the governments,of the haves,fighting against
use of scienceand technologyagainst the interestof the havenots,fighting againstthe
machinations of the developed nations to recolonise the developing nations,fighting
against the treacherouselements within the developing nations.Today in India this is
epitomised in the fight againstthe U S trade imperialism expressed through their efforts
to establish a new world order under its hegemony,a fightagainstthe new policies of
the government of India which will make the country utterly bankrupt,a fight against
the threats from the fundamentalist,communal and fissiparious forces.It is a fight to
protect the sovereignty of the people of India and other developing countries,a fight
against the mafiafication of the country,a fightto protect human culture.
Observing keenly the developmentof scienceand technology Karl Marx wrote more
than a century ago:mankind is on the threshold of liberty,freed from all animal limitations
of the necessity to preserve and to procreate.Now onwards man can embark on truly
human enterprises.But across the threshold one can see two paths -one of freedom
and humanism and the other strife and criminalization.The people's science movements become relevant in as much as they contribute to guiding humanity to take the
first path. This is a path wherein the society differentiates"demand"in the economic
sense from "need" in the human sense,a path of continuous material progress to
satisfy the needs of all. It is a new path,waiting to be cut open.
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Status

A nongovernmental organization,registered as a society.

Foundation 1962.
Kerala State
Jurisdiction
Membership
60,000in 2,300Units (Centres)
Members
Literally from every walk of life
Finance
Own generation through publication and sale of books - an
annual sale of Rs.4-5million (1 50,000dollars).
Annual budget
Rs. 1.5million (50,000
dollars)
Publication
4monthly periodicalswith a totalcirculation of about 100,000,
30-40books with a total face value of Rs.4-5million.
Structure
Unit,subregion,district and state level committees;subcommittees- annual general councilsand elections
Special feature
No one holds on to a particular office for more than 2 Years.
Full time workers
3 t supporting staff (20)
Sponsored R &D work Through an Integrated Rural Technology Centre supported
by Government of India and Govt.ofKerala.
Major Divisions of work Education, Environment,Health,Energy,Art, Literacy,
Publication,Planning,Development,Issues of Women,
Networking and Research.
(*i Sastra= Science;Sahitya= Literature
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